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Why are we so Obsessed with  
Startups?
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https://www.infosys.com/zerodistance/pages/index.aspx?cm

pid=PM_Ser_Corp_Innovation_Always_On_70916&gclid=Cj0

KEQjwpNmBRCJ3rDNmOuKi9IBEiQAlzDJH_ztPDdG8JEqzTszY

R44DbMHUD9OQFGwRDGWNwYEXOMaAggg8P8HAQ

• Agility

• Audacity

• Since no corporate boundaries, 

o Push

o Challenge

o Disrupt



What is LSM?
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Sources:

*Eric Reis

**Steve Blank; HBR, May 2013

***ELPP: Lean Startup Methodology for Enterprises, 

April 11, 2014; UC-Berkeley

■ *Lean ≠ cheap or frugal

■ *Lean = being efficient and working smarter

■ **Favors “experimentation” over “elaborate planning”

■ **Favors “customer feedback” over “intuition”

■ **Favors “iterative design” over traditional “big design up front” development

***Subfields of lean methodology exist: lean analytics, lean user experience, lean 

customer development, lean enterprise, and lean branding.



Principles of LSM?
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Source:

ELPP: Lean Startup Methodology for 

Enterprises, April 11, 2014; UC-Berkeley

■ Entrepreneurs are everywhere

■ Entrepreneurship is management

■ Validated Learning

■ Innovation Accounting

■ Build-measure-learn



LSM: Validated Learning
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Sources:

*ELPP: Lean Startup Methodology for Enterprises, April 11, 2014; UC-Berkeley

**http://blog.hypeinnovation.com/the-10-methods-of-the-lean-startup (Tim Woods)

■ “Search” vs “execution”

■ Use of Business Model Canvas

■ Getting out of the building

■ Pivot or persevere

■ Minimal viable product

*Minimal feature set necessary to validate an assumption about the product, market or customer

**The lean startup encourages building only the amount of product that is needed to iterate through a single 

cycle of the Build-Measure-Learn loop.



Consequence of no Validated 
Learning
■ “Faith-based” entrepreneurship versus “evidence-based” entrepreneurship

6

“Premature scaling” 



Search vs Execution

“Startups fail because they confuse search with execution**”

Search = Customer Discovery + Customer Validation

Execution = Customer Creation + Company Building
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Source: Steve Blank

The #1 goal of customer discovery is: turning the founders’ initial hypotheses 

about their market and customers into facts** 

Customer discovery searches for a problem/solution fit (product/market fit)**

Customer Validation attempts to “test sell” at every stage: runs a continuing series of 

quantitative pass/fail tests to determine whether there is a strong enough 

product/market fit to justify scaling sales and marketing spending**



Business Model Canvas

■ Use the Business Model Canvas as the Customer Discovery scorecard 
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Product –

Market

Fit



Getting Out of the Building

Embrace the unexpected!

Don’t fear picking the wrong markets.
Look for hidden motivations.

Increased depths of understanding always leads to insight.

Facts are interesting.
Your goal is to uncover insights.

Avoid confirmation bias at every turn.
Don’t just scratch the surface. Dive deep into your archetypes.

Source: Viktor & Edmund



Pivot
■ A pivot is not necessarily a failure

■ It implies changing one of the fundamental hypotheses started with

■ Variants of pivot:

o Zoom-in pivot

o Zoom-out pivot.

o Customer segment pivot (UVA)

o Customer need pivot.

o Platform pivot.

o Business architecture pivot.

o Value capture pivot.

o Engine of growth pivot (sticky, paid or viral)

o Channel pivot.

o Technology pivot.
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Source:

http://blog.hypeinnovation.com/the-10-methods-of-the-lean-

startup (Tim Woods)



Innovation Accounting

• Actionable metrics

• Dave McClure’s “Five Pirate Metrics”: Acquisition, Activation, Retention, Referral, and 

Revenue

• Alistair Croll’s “One Metric that Matters (OMTM)” - the business you’re in; the stage of 

your startup’s growth; and your audience.

• Steve Blank’s “Investment Readiness Level”

o “Provides a vocabulary and framework for shifting the conversation between 

investors and entrepreneurs from simply “NO” to the much more helpful “NOT YET 

BUT…”
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Sources:

ELPP: Lean Startup Methodology for Enterprises, April 11, 2014; UC-Berkeley

Steve Blank: How Investors Make Better Decisions: The Investment Readiness Level



LSM Adoption
 NSF Innovation Corps (I-Corps™) Program* 

 Set of activities and programs that prepare scientists and engineers to extend their focus beyond 

the laboratory and broadens the impact of select, NSF-funded, basic-research project

 DOE’s Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE)**

 Uses a customized version of the National Science Foundation’s Innovation Corps (I-Corps™) 

program curriculum

 “Lab-Corps” pilot program is focused on establishing a set of proven training methods that will 

equip DOE laboratory scientists with a better understanding of the commercialization process

■ Other agencies (NIH, ARPA-E, …) partnering with NSF on I-Corps™
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Sources:

*https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/i-corps/

**http://energy.gov/eere/technology-to-market/lab-corps



Success Factors for Academic 
Spinoffs
• Technology type

• Appropriate mindset (3M?)

• Appropriate team dynamics

• “Faith-based entrepreneurship” versus “evidence-based entrepreneurship”

• Confusion with “Search” versus “execution”

• Passion, Persistence & Patience VS Arrogance and Stubbornness 

• “Do it Right” VS “Be Right” attitude

• Addressing the “unknowns” using the scientific method

13
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Source: 

David Charron

UC-Berkeley

Offering the Curriculum



Impact of Entrepreneurship 
Training
• Decreased risk-averse culture

• Start-up creations & follow-on funding (SBIR, VCs…)

• Increased collaboration with industry (ready partners for 

translation of discoveries)

• Entrepreneurial curricula developed

• Application of concepts elsewhere (consortia?)

• Change in culture (fundamental vs use-inspired research)

18



Focus On Use-Inspired Research
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LSM Application: H4D
• Student teams take actual national security problems, and learn how to apply Lean 

Startup  principles to discover and validate customer needs

• Use the Mission Model Canvas to develop set of initial hypotheses about a solution 

to the problem

• Get out of the building and talk to Buyers and Users (the tactical folks)

• As they learn, they will pivot on these hypotheses through customer discovery and 

build MVPs

• Deliver MVPs that match DOD/IC needs in an extremely short time

• Produce a repeatable model that can be used to launch other potential technology 

solutions

20

Source:

Steve Blank: Hacking for Defense @ Stanford – Making the World a 

Better Place



LSM: Success Stories
Entrepreneurship Schooling Impact:

■ 21-45% increase in the likelihood of external fundraising

■ 24% increase in market traction

■ 200% increase in jobs created

21

Source: 

EPIC Lab. Evidence-based Policy & Innovation 

Research Lab, Chile



LSM: Startup Success Stories
AKADEUM LIFE SCIENCES:

• Commercializing a new means of isolating high value cells from complex clinical or research samples

• Was formed following an I-Corps™ course at UC-Berkeley in 2014

• Currently preparing their Series A financing and executing their go-to-market strategy

Lessons Learned:

• “For a life science research tool, we found that there can be no minimal viable product without minimal viable 

manufacturing”

• “Problems are never solved, they're merely addressed”

• “While ultimately customers' wants and perceptions drive our product development, it took us some time to realize 

that when customers see a completely new technology and are asked to describe important performance criteria, 

they tend to fall back on the criteria that they've been sold around existing technology”
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LSM: Startup Success Stories
I-Corps™ Success Stories*:

 STEMKids: https://venturewell.org/i-corps-success-story-stemkids-re-blog/

 Bio-Adhesive Alliance: https://venturewell.org/profile-i-corps-team-bio-

adhesive-alliance/

 Graphene Frontiers: https://venturewell.org/profile-i-corps-team-graphene-

frontiers/

 Zyrobotics: https://venturewell.org/profile-i-corpsteam-zyrobotics/

 AppScale Systems: https://venturewell.org/appscale-systems-scales-up-with-

i-corps/

 Neon Labs Inc: http://blogs.wsj.com/venturecapital/2014/07/15/neon-labs-

raises-4-1m-to-figure-out-the-subconscious-appeal-of-images/

 Acquisitions
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Source:

VentureWell

https://venturewell.org/i-corps-success-story-stemkids-re-blog/
https://venturewell.org/profile-i-corps-team-bio-adhesive-alliance/
https://venturewell.org/profile-i-corps-team-graphene-frontiers/
https://venturewell.org/profile-i-corpsteam-zyrobotics/
https://venturewell.org/appscale-systems-scales-up-with-i-corps/
http://blogs.wsj.com/venturecapital/2014/07/15/neon-labs-raises-4-1m-to-figure-out-the-subconscious-appeal-of-images/


LSM: Startup Case Studies

• Dropbox – increased registered users

• Grockit – established in 2007 to enable social learning (SAT, LSAT…); used agile development to get 

a product out quickly and continues to use this method in continuous deployment.

• IMVU - Founded in 2004, IMVU is the world's largest 3D chat and dress-up community. IMVU uses 

experimentation to develop new product features and processes to develop those features. IMVU 

has reached 50 million registered users and a $40+ million annualized revenue run rate

• Votizen - Votizen is disrupting how our government and politics works by putting focus back on 

individual voter. Pivoted several times from a social network of verified voters to the first social 

lobbying platform in American history; Votizen's tools led to the first bill driven into the US Senate by 

social media alone.

• Aardvark - a company subsequently acquired by Google, developed a social search engine. The 

product enables users to ask questions, mainly subjective, that are then distributed to the social 

graph for users for answers.  Aardvark tested its concept by building a series of minimum viable 

products (MVP), each designed to test a way of solving a customer problem. What became Aardvark 

was the sixth prototype that the team created.
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Source:

http://theleanstartup.com/casestudies



Why are Large Corporations having 
difficulty to Innovate?
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Source: Steve Blank

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/intel-

disrupted-why-large-companies-find-

difficult-innovate-blank

• “Metrics” used to measure efficiency matter
o cannot keep pace with exponential technologies and the accelerating pace of information technologies, 

biotechnologies, and materials

o cannot address the global creation of innovation

• Leadership (finance background?)

• Explosive shifts in technology, platforms and markets

• Brain-drain of researchers who want to do the next big thing

• Inability to offer disruptive technologies

http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/es/Documents/sector-publico/Deloitte_ES_Sector-Publico_From-exponential-technologies-to-exponential-innovation.pdf


Audacious Innovation in an 
Enterprise
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“ZERO DISTANCE”

Source:

Infosys



Examples of LSM Adoption by 
Large Corporations
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Source:

ELPP: Lean Startup Methodology for 

Enterprises, April 11, 2014; UC-Berkeley

• General Electric:

o “FastWorks” Program developing intrapreneurship

o Fosters innovation-driving behaviors

o A set of tools and processes to develop new products quickly, achieve better outcomes for customers, and 
drive quality and competitive advantage

o Launched 100 FastWorks projects in various countries 

o Ranged from Healthcare solutions to gas turbines

o Exposed almost 1000 executives to LSM principles

o Lean Startup groups were formed also in parts of the company that were not consumer facing

o 2013: GE launched a home appliance project … used more than 10 MVPs

o FastWorks makes GE more process driven/IT, better at Test + Learn, ….thus, lower product cost, …

o Mr. Immelt (“And I’ve got to tell you, the speed ,,, one of the biggest benefits….”



LSM Adoption by Large 
Corporations?
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Source:

LPP: Lean Startup Methodology for 

Enterprises, April 11, 2014; UC-Berkeley

• Intuit:

o “The ability to innovate repeatedly and reliably must be carefully woven into the fabric of an 

organization”

o Encourages every employee to innovate

o Gives them tools and resources to be successful (unstructured time, up to 10%)

o Since its launch in 2008, the success in using unstructured time has generated SnapTax, 

GoPayment…

o Innovation catalyst mentors are a group within Intuit who are experts in Design for Delight (D4D); 

role of design in innovation is stressed



LSM Adoption by Large 
Corporations?
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Sources:

*John Bacon; iP2BIZ 

**ELPP: Lean Startup Methodology for Enterprises, 

April 11, 2014; UC-Berkeley

ARE YOU READY?  IS THIS FOR YOU?
• *Must understand LSM on its own terms

• *Appreciate speed! (GE…)

• *Deploy the right teams with support from the top management (GE, Intuit…)

• “Kindling entrepreneurial flames amongst the younger colleagues (Intuit…)

• *Know which parts to modify and which not to change

• **Use the idea funnel system and training to guide the idea into a lean mode



LSM Adoption by Large 
Corporations?
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Sources:

John Bacon; iP2BIZ 

ELPP: Lean Startup Methodology for Enterprises, April 

11, 2014; UC-Berkeley

ARE YOU READY?  IS THIS FOR YOU?
• How do I guide the idea into a lean mode?

 Does the idea need to be managed by the traditional business process?

 Is technology risk the biggest challenge?

 Are customers known?

 Is the market existing/well known or new/untested?

 Is innovation specified or enterprise-wide?

 Is ideation top-down?

 Metrics – ROI or IRL?

 Do lawyers want NDAs to do customer discovery?

 Others?



Thank You
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